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Reviewer's report:

This revised version of 'Attachment and Coping in Psychosis' is improved and addresses major concerns outlined in my previous report. The paper reads much better, especially the discussion, and the rationale for the study is clearer.

There continues to be some minor grammatical errors that need to be addressed.

Minor Essential Revisions:

1. Review sentence line 397: "Data from several studies using auto-questionnaires to assess attachment dimensions lead for a good evidence between avoidant attachment and positive and negative symptoms"

May instead read: "... assess attachment dimensions evidence a link between" or "... provide evidence for a link between..."

2. Review sentence line 428, starting with "Indeed...". Brackets are opened but not closed. "For example" is stated twice in sentence. May be better to break up into two sentences.

3. Review sentence line 446, should read "attachment was associated with a number of..."

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published
**Statistical review:** No, the manuscript does not need to be seen by a statistician.
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